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ABSTRACT: 

A set of five anthraquinone dyes with bis-(4-propylphenyl) substituent groups, connected via 

sulfide or amine linkages at the 1,5-positions or directly at the 2,6-positions, have been 

studied in solution by UV-visible spectroscopy and electrochemistry, allied with density 

functional theory (DFT) calculations of structures, electronic transitions and redox potentials. 

The visible transitions and redox potentials are shown to vary with the HOMO and LUMO 

energies, with the variation in both colour and redox stability between the dyes being 

attributable principally to variations in the HOMOs located mainly on the substituents and 

outer anthraquinone rings. The calculated molecular structures and visible transition dipole 

moments are shown to vary subtly with substituent, giving variations in the molecular aspect 

ratios, minimum moment of inertia axes, and transition dipole moment vector orientations 

that can rationalise the alignment trends reported in the literature for such anthraquinone dyes 

in liquid crystal hosts, and showing why 1,5-disulfide and 2,6-diphenyl substituents give 

better designs than1,5-diamine substituents. The computational approaches reported here are 

shown to give good matches with experimental trends, indicating that they may be used more 

generally to aid the rational molecular design of dyes for applications as guests in liquid 

crystal hosts. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The incorporation of a suitable dye into a liquid crystal host can result in the guest dye 

molecules aligning within the host.1 Such guest-host systems have received significant 

attention because they offer the potential for many applications,2-8 with the principal interest 

being in display devices in which the system can be switched between absorbing (coloured) 

and transmitting (clear) states by the application of an electric field that changes the 

molecular orientation of the material and hence the alignment of the dye molecules relative to 

the incident light.9-11 In comparison with conventional liquid crystal colour displays that 

require the use of coloured filters, crossed polarisers and back-lighting, such guest-host 

devices offer the potential for significantly better energy efficiency and brightness, including 

the ability to operate without a polariser, and in a light-scattering mode in outdoor 

environments.12-13  

 Many different modes of operation for such guest-host devices have been successfully 

developed and tested since they were first demonstrated in the 1960s,1, 10, 14 but their 

widespread practical use has been limited severely by the lack of suitable dyes that meet the 

stringent criteria required for such applications. These criteria include pure dyes with UV-

visible absorption spectra that can be tuned by accessible synthetic routes, along with high 

visible oscillator strengths and high solubilities in liquid crystal hosts, which in combination 

can generate guest-host systems with a range of intense colours; alternatively, the judicious 

use of several dyes concurrently can generate intense black mixtures. The stability of guest 

dyes is also essential, particularly for applications in display devices that may be required to 

retain their optical properties over an operational lifetime of several years; and other criteria 

may arise from the introduction of a guest dye affecting host liquid crystal properties such as 

viscosity, switching time, alignment, and phase transition temperatures.  
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 The degree of molecular alignment is critical to any liquid crystal device, and for 

guest-host applications the dye molecules must be highly aligned within the host, for example 

to achieve a high contrast ratio on switching between the absorbing and transmitting states of 

a device. The extent of molecular alignment in a liquid crystal is determined primarily by the 

molecular shapes and the nature of the intermolecular interactions;15-16 the constituent 

molecules must be anisotropic, and a guest must also exhibit a significant degree of 

molecular anisotropy for alignment to occur within the host. The structure of the 

chromophoric group within a dye molecule typically has a significant influence on its overall 

molecular shape, and the rod-like shape of azo dyes led to their initial consideration as 

suitable guests within nematic liquid crystal hosts, which generally have rod-like molecular 

constituents.17 Subsequently, many other types of dyes have been studied for use in such 

systems including tetrazines,18 naphthalenes,19-21 perylenes,22 acenequinones 23 and 

anthraquinones.24-26 

 In addition to molecular alignment within a liquid crystal host, a suitable dye must 

also have a visible-wavelength electronic transition dipole moment (TDM) that is highly 

aligned with the molecular axis along which the dye aligns within the host because it is the 

reorientation of this TDM vector that determines the contrast ratio on switching, rather than 

the reorientation of the molecular axis of the dye.27 The alignment of dye molecule TDMs in 

a guest-host system is generally quantified by an experimental dichroic order parameter S, for 

which a value of 1 indicates that the TDMs are fully aligned and a sample in which the TDMs 

exhibit no alignment gives a value of 0. This order parameter is derived from a dichroic ratio, 

D = AⅡ / A⊥, which is obtained by measuring the UV-visible absorbances of an aligned guest-

host sample oriented parallel (AⅡ) and perpendicular (A⊥) to linearly polarized incident light.  

In a nematic liquid crystal, the constituent molecules align in a preferred direction called the 

director, n, and the alignment of the TDM vector of a dye against this director is shown 
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schematically in Figure 1, which gives this angle as ϕ and illustrates the concept that it may 

be split into two contributions: the alignment of the long molecular axis of the dye within the 

host given by the angle θ, and the alignment of the TDM with the long molecular axis of the 

dye given by the angle β. The molecules are not static and, in general, a dye molecule 

explores a distribution of θ angles that determines the overall molecular alignment, and the 

TDM explores a cone around the molecular axis, against which the β angle is generally taken 

to be fixed. The experimental dichroic order parameter S equates to Sϕ, which arises from a 

distribution of angles ϕ, and which can be expressed as the product of  two individual order 

parameters, Sθ arising from a distribution of θ angles, and Sβ arising from a fixed β angle,27 as 

given for a uniaxial system by eq 1, 

      2 21 1
3cos 1 3cos 1

2 2
S S S

     
 

       (1) 

where the angular brackets indicate an ensemble average. For some dyes, such as those with 

highly symmetric molecular structures, β may be approximately 0°, in which case the TDM 

alignment within the host is effectively defined only by the angles θ. However, for many 

dyes, and particularly for those with molecular structures of lower symmetry, β can be 

significant and may be the key factor in giving poor TDM alignment with the director and a 

low dichroic order parameter that renders a guest-host system unusable for practical devices. 
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of a dye molecule (blue) within a nematic liquid 

crystal host (grey). The average orientation of the host molecules is given by the 

director, n, and the relative orientations of the long molecular axis of the dye (blue) 

and the TDM of the dye (red) are given with angles defined.  

 

 Since the guest-host effect was first demonstrated, many azo dyes have been studied 

in liquid crystal hosts, as reported in extensive patent as well as research literature, and 

significant effort has been invested in synthesising a wide variety of azo dyes to test for such 

applications. Many of these dyes have been designed with flexible hydrocarbon chains or 

other substituents, which can both enhance the rod-like nature of the molecular shape and 

improve compatibility with liquid crystals by mimicking the terminal groups (flexible chains) 

of the substituted biphenyl or similar molecular constituents of the host. Many of these azo 

dyes have been shown to align well within liquid crystal hosts,17, 28  and they can provide a 

range of colours, but generally the potential of azo dyes for applications in practical guest-
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host devices has been limited critically by their instability, and particularly by their poor 

photostability.27, 29  

 Similarly, the patent and research literature describes many 9,10-anthraquinone dyes 

that have been synthesised and studied for guest-host applications, often based on 1,5-

disubstituted and 1,4,5,8-tetrasubstituted systems; a range of colours can be provided by 

varying the position and nature of the substituents30 and, importantly, they have been shown 

generally to be much more stable than azo dyes.27, 29 Many of these anthraquinone dyes have 

been shown to align well within liquid crystal hosts but the dichroic ratios have often been 

found to be lower than those of azo dyes,26, 31 limiting their potential applications. In some 

cases, this effect has been suggested to arise from the choice and position of substituents 

resulting in poor alignment of the TDM with the long molecular axis of the anthraquinone 

dye giving a significant angle β.27, 29 A recent report showed how a modest alteration in the 

structure of one substituent of a 1,5-disubstituted anthraquinone dye could give a significant 

improvement in its dichroic ratio in a liquid crystal host and in its contrast ratio on 

switching,32 highlighting the importance of substituent design. Moreover, synthetic advances 

have recently enabled the synthesis of new 2,6-disubstituted anthraquinones that have more 

elongated and rod-like structures than 1,5-disubstituted systems,33 and which may generally 

give higher alignments in liquid crystal hosts34 due to substituent position being another 

important molecular design parameter.  

 It is evident that several design criteria relating to a number of interdependent 

properties must be met concurrently to produce a practical guest-host liquid crystal device. 

The starting point generally is to consider the design of liquid crystal hosts and dyes 

separately, and a primary limitation has been a lack of dyes that can meet the stringent 

criteria. Hence, it is desirable to develop a rational approach to dye design that is based on a 
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detailed knowledge and understanding of the interplay between the molecular structure and 

the properties that define the key parameters for such applications. 

 Of the two main classes of dyes that have been reported for guest-host applications, 

the azo class would generally seem to have better dichroic ratios but significant limitations 

arising from poor photostability, whereas the anthraquinone class would generally seem to 

have much better stability but lower dichroic ratios that the literature suggests might be 

improved by appropriate molecular design. Consequently, we have been studying the design 

of anthraquinone dyes for such applications. We recently reported the synthesis of five sets of 

very pure anthraquinone dyes with different colours, along with studies of their inherent 

liquid crystal phases and properties as pure dyes and as dye mixtures at elevated temperatures 

in the range 40-400 °C.33 Subsequently, we have reported experimental and computational 

(density functional theory and molecular dynamics) studies of one of these dyes as a guest in 

a nematic liquid crystal host at room temperature.34 Here, we report experimental and 

computational studies of the five dyes shown in Figure 2, which have terminal propyl 

substituents selected for consistency from the various terminal groups (propyl, hexyl, heptyl, 

etc.) that were synthesised within each set.33 The three 1,5-disubstituted anthraquinones 

studied here (15SB3, 15NB3, 15NB3OH) are among a type that have been widely studied, 

including 15NB3 and close analogues of 15SB3 with slightly different terminal 

substituents,24, 26, 31 35-38 and they are used here as exemplars of that type. The literature 

indicates that 1,5-dithiophenylanthraquinones, with the structure represented here by 15SB3, 

generally have higher order parameters (S ≈ 0.7-0.8)25-26, 31-32 in nematic liquid crystal hosts 

than 1,5-diaminophenylanthraquinones (S ≈ 0.6-0.7),24, 26, 31, 37 represented here by 15NB3. 

The two 2,6-disubstituted anthraquinones studied here (26B3, 26B3OH) have only recently 

been synthesised and have received limited studies to date,33-34 and they are used here as 
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exemplars of this more rod-like type that might be expected generally to give high order 

parameters, as found in our recent study of 26SB3OH in the nematic host E7 (S = 0.74).34 

 

 

Figure 2. Structures of the dyes along with their abbreviations. 

 

 One aim of the study reported here was to develop an understanding of the interplay 

between the molecular structures and properties of these dyes in order to assess key design 

parameters that determine their potential suitability as guests in liquid crystal hosts. Another 

aim was to assess the ability of computational methods to provide an aid to the rational 

design of such dyes. In this article, we report on the influence of molecular design on the 

colours, spectra, molecular shapes, and stabilities of the five dyes by using a combination of 

experimental UV-visible spectroscopy and electrochemistry, allied with density functional 

theory (DFT) calculations including structures, spectra and redox potentials.  

 

EXPERIMENTAL 

The synthesis and purification of the dyes has been reported previously.33 p-Xylene (>99%; 

Sigma-Aldrich), dichloromethane (>99.9%; Fisher), acetonitrile (anhydrous, 99.8%; Sigma-
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Aldrich), tetrabutylammonium hexafluorophosphate (>99%; Sigma-Aldrich) and 

duroquinone (97%; Sigma-Aldrich) were used as received.  

 UV-visible absorption spectra of the dyes at ca. 2 × 10−4 mol dm−3 in p-xylene 

solution were recorded versus solvent, using matched quartz cuvettes (1 mm) and a Hitachi 

U-3010 spectrophotometer.  The spectroelectrochemical studies used a custom cell consisting 

of a Pt gauze working electrode in a 1 mm pathlength quartz cell, a Pt wire counter electrode, 

and silver wire pseudo-reference electrode. A potentiostat (EG&G Princeton Applied 

Research 273) was used to control the potential, and the sample was left to equilibrate for 10 

min after each change in potential, prior to recording a spectrum.  The spectra were recorded 

from dyes at ca. 5 × 10−5 mol dm−3 in acetonitrile (or approaching saturation concentration 

where the solubility limit was lower) with tetrabutylammonium hexafluorophosphate at 0.1 

mol dm−3 as the electrolyte, and they were baseline corrected; the solutions were purged 

initially for 15 min with nitrogen and remained under a flowing solvent-saturated nitrogen 

atmosphere for the duration of the experiments. All redox potentials are reported vs the 

ferrocene/ferricenium (Fc/Fc+) redox couple,39 which was recorded from a sample of 

ferrocene at 5 × 10−5 mol dm−3 in acetonitrile using the same spectroelectrochemical method; 

non-linear regression analyses of spectroelectrochemical data were performed using R.40 All 

spectra were recorded at ca. 295 K. 

 DFT calculations were performed using the Gaussian 09 software package.41  The 

structural optimisations were carried out using the B3LYP functional42-43 with the 6-31G(d) 

basis set, and these optimised geometries were then used for the subsequent time-dependent 

DFT (TD-DFT) calculations that were carried out at the same level of theory. These 

calculations were performed on isolated molecules, and with the terminal propyl groups in 

all-trans configurations. Calculated UV-visible absorption spectra were produced by applying 

a Gaussian function (50 nm FWHM) to each calculated transition, scaled to the respective 
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calculated oscillator strength. The method for calculating the electrode potentials is described 

in the Results and Discussion section; in this case, the calculated standard Gibbs energies 

were obtained from structures that had been optimised in an acetonitrile solvent field using 

the SMD solvation model.44 

 The axis of minimum moment of inertia was defined as the eigenvector associated 

with the minimum eigenvalue of the inertia tensor for each optimised structure.45 Aspect 

ratios were calculated from distances on the van der Waals surfaces of the optimised 

structures: the length was defined as the maximum distance between points on the van der 

Waals surface measured parallel with the axis of minimum moment of inertia, and the width 

was defined as twice the distance from the axis of minimum moment of inertia to the point on 

the van der Waals surface at the maximum distance perpendicular to that axis. These 

calculations were performed with in-house software.  
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 Colour and UV-visible spectroscopy. The five dyes exhibit a range of colours, as 

illustrated by the photograph in Figure 3 and as indicated by the UV-visible absorption 

spectra in Figure 4. In each case, the colour arises from a single strong visible absorption 

band with an absorption coefficient of εmax ≥ 1 × 104 dm3 mol−1 cm−1, as listed in Table 1.  

 

 

Figure 3. A photograph of solutions of the dyes at ca. 2 ×10−4 mol dm−3 in p-xylene. 

 

  

Figure 4. UV-visible absorption spectra of solutions of the dyes at ca. 2 × 10−4 mol 

dm−3 in p-xylene.  
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Table 1. Experimental visible absorption maxima (λmax), energies (Emax), absorption 

coefficients (εmax) and oscillator strengths (f) of the dyes in p-xylene alongside the 

calculated visible absorption transition wavelengths, energies and oscillator strengths 

for isolated molecules. 

Dye  Experimental  Calculated 
 

 
λmax  
/ nm 

Emax  
/ eV 

εmax  
/ 104 dm3 mol−1 cm−1 

f  λ  
/ nm 

E 
/ eV 

f 

15SB3  439 2.82 1.05 0.14  453 2.74 0.28 
15NB3  535 2.32 1.70 0.21  552 2.25 0.35 
15NB3OH  680 1.82 3.51 0.32  634 1.96 0.55 
26B3  358 3.46 1.71 0.18  390a 3.18 0.29a  
26B3OH  471 2.63 2.04 0.28  492 2.52 0.57 

aa weaker transition is also calculated for 26B3 at 385 nm (E = 3.22 eV; f = 0.07) 

 

 In the case of 26B3, 15SB3 and 15NB3, the colour variation may be rationalised 

qualitatively in terms of the electronic nature of the substituents, with a change from phenyl 

to sulfide to amine substituent corresponding to an increase in the electron-donating character 

giving a shift in the visible absorption maximum to longer wavelength.46-47 In the case of the 

two hydroxyl-substituted dyes, 15NB3OH and 26B3OH, the addition of the hydroxyl groups 

in each case results in a  >100 nm red-shift of the visible band compared with the dyes 

without the hydroxyl groups, which again is consistent with an increase in the electron-

donating character of the substituents. 

 The DFT optimised structures of the dyes were used for TD-DFT calculations, which 

gave the calculated visible wavelength transitions listed in Table 1. The calculated absorption 

spectra derived from the TD-DFT calculations are shown in Figure 5, and exhibit a good 

overall match with the experimental band positions shown in Figure 4. Table 1 also includes 

the calculated oscillator strengths and the experimental oscillator strengths determined as f = 

(k/n) ∫ ε(ν̃) dν̃,48 where the constant k = 4.32 × 10−9 cm mol dm−3 and the refractive index n = 

1.5 for p-xylene. Although the calculated oscillator strengths are larger than those obtained 
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experimentally, the trend is replicated well between the experimental and calculated values, 

providing support for the optimised structures and illustrating the capability of TD-DFT 

calculations to predict trends for these systems. 

 

Figure 5. Calculated UV-visible absorption spectra and the underlying transitions 

indicated by vertical lines for each dye. 

 

 The TD-DFT calculations indicate that the visible bands of the dyes arise due to 

single HOMO → LUMO transitions, except for 26B3 where the strongest visible transition is 

due to a HOMO−1 → LUMO transition that is accompanied by a weaker transition of mixed 

orbital nature at slightly higher energy. These transitions are predominantly π→π* 

intramolecular charge transfer in character for all of the dyes, as can be seen from the orbitals 

shown in Figure 6. In all cases, the orbitals from which the transitions originate are mainly 

located on the outer anthraquinone rings and their substituents, whereas the LUMOs are 

mainly located on the central anthraquinone rings and carbonyl groups; the transitions 

involve similar pairs of orbitals for all the dyes. 
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Figure 6. Optimised structures of the dyes and the orbitals involved in the visible 

transitions: HOMOs (left) and LUMOs (right) are shown except in the case of 26B3 

for which the HOMO−1 and LUMO are shown. 

 

 The changes in electron density arising from these transitions were also calculated, as 

shown in Figure 7. These plots again show consistency between the dyes, and indicate that 

the visible transitions are due to shifts in electron density mainly from the substituents to the 

carbonyl groups.  
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Figure 7. Optimised structure of the dyes and calculated changes in electron density 

on visible excitation: the shift occurs from the regions shown in purple to the regions 

shown in yellow; a cutoff threshold of ±0.007 e Bohr−3 was used. 

 

 Molecular shape. The optimised structures of all five dyes have essentially planar 

anthraquinone cores but there are subtle variations in the calculated lowest energy 

conformations, as shown in Figure 6. The most noticeable variation is in the orientations of 

the phenyl substituents, which are shown more clearly in Figure 8; their planes lie at 90° to 

the plane of the anthraquinone core in the sulfide substituted dye, 15SB3, at 45° in both 

amine substituted dyes, 15NB3 and 15NB3OH, and at 35° and 41° in the direct phenyl 

substituted dyes, 26B3 and 26B3OH, respectively. These calculated angles are comparable 

with those of ca. 60° and 30° measured from crystal structures of 15NB3 and 26B3 analogues 

with hydrogens instead of terminal propyl groups,49-51 and the differences may be attributable 

to comparing experimental geometries obtained from crystal structures with calculated gas-phase 

structures. 
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Figure 8. End-views of the optimised structures of the dyes showing the angle made 

between the plane of the anthraquinone core (drawn vertically in each case) and the 

plane of the phenyl substituents for each of the dyes. 

 

 The optimised structures of the dyes in Figure 6 show their rod-like structures, which 

can also be seen from the van der Waals surfaces in Figure 9 that were used to calculate the 

molecular dimensions. The minimum moment of inertia (MOI) axis, which is commonly used 

to define the axis of molecular alignment in liquid crystal studies,16, 52 was used to define the 

axis along which the molecular length was measured (see Experimental section), as shown in 

Figure 9. The calculated molecular lengths and widths are listed in Table 2 along with the 

resultant aspect ratios, and the variation between the dyes is shown graphically in Figure 10. 

Equivalent calculations on dyes in which the terminal propyl groups were replaced with 

hydrogen atoms showed the same trend in aspect ratios (see Table S1 and Figure S1 in the 

Supporting Information), indicating that the variation in aspect ratio between the dyes is due to 

the differences in the nature of the anthraquinone substituents rather than the specific 

conformations or lengths of the terminal propyl chains on the phenyl substituent groups. 
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Figure 9. Optimised structures of the dyes showing the van der Waals radii of the 

atoms, with dashed boxes indicating the molecular lengths and widths defined by the 

van der Waals surfaces. 

 

 Table 2. Lengths and widths of the dyes determined from the van der Waals surfaces 

parallel and perpendicular to the minimum MOI axes, respectively, along with the 

resultant aspect ratios. 

Dye Length / Å Width / Å Aspect ratio 
15SB3 26.44 8.84 2.99 
15NB3 26.93 10.13 2.66 
15NB3OH 26.92 10.62 2.53 
26B3 26.99 8.48 3.18 
26B3OH 27.10 8.37 3.24 

 

 

Figure 10. Aspect ratios of the dyes obtained from the van der Waals surfaces of the 

optimised structures. 
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 Molecular aspect ratios have been used extensively to consider the degree of 

molecular alignment within liquid crystal systems, with higher ratios generally giving better 

alignment. For example, aspect ratios may be used to rationalise the subtle variation in order 

parameters of cyanobiphenyls with increasing alkyl chain length,53 and they have been used 

widely as a variable in coarse-grain molecular dynamics simulations exploring the effects of 

overall molecular shape.54-58 In the context of guest dye molecules in a liquid crystal host, the 

aspect ratio may therefore be considered to relate to the degree of alignment of the guest 

molecules within the host, as expressed by the Sθ order parameter within eq 1, which arises 

from the angles θ (Figure 1).  

 The 2,6-disubstituted dyes have higher aspect ratios than the 1,5-disubstituted dyes, 

which is attributable to the more elongated shapes determined by the positions of substitution. 

Among the 1,5-disubstituted dyes, the sulfide dye has a higher aspect ratio than the amine 

dyes, which can be rationalised by the C-S-C bond angle of 102° being smaller than the C-N-

C bond angles of 129° giving phenyl rings that lie closer to the long axis of the anthraquinone 

core in 15SB3 than in 15NB3 and 15NB3OH. Additionally, the phenyl rings lie 

perpendicular to the anthraquinone core in 15SB3, which also contributes to a decrease in 

molecular width in comparison with 15NB3 and 15NB3OH.  

 The addition of hydroxyl substituents on going from 15NB3 to 15NB3OH causes a 

decrease in aspect ratio that is attributable to the larger groups in the 4,8-positions giving an 

increase in molecular width. Conversely, the addition of hydroxyl substituents on going from 

26B3 to 26B3OH causes an increase in aspect ratio. In this case, the larger groups in the 1,5-

positions do not change the molecular dimensions directly but the relatively high mass of the 

oxygen atoms causes a slight change in the minimum MOI axis that determines the axes used to 

measure the dimensions, resulting in 26B3OH having both a longer length and a narrower width 

than 26B3. 
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 The trend in the aspect ratios calculated here is broadly consistent with reported 

experimental order parameters, suggesting that such calculations may potentially be used to 

predict the molecular alignment properties of such dyes. For example, the experimental order 

parameter of 26B3OH in a nematic host34 is high in comparison with those of many 1,5-

disubstituted anthraquinones, consistent with its high aspect ratio, and the relatively low 

experimental order parameters reported generally for diamino anthraquinones24, 26, 31 are 

consistent with the relatively low aspect ratios of the diamino dyes studied here.  

When combined with the UV-visible absorption spectra of the dyes, the analysis 

reveals a subtle interplay between molecular shape and colour that may not be intuitive from 

a simple inspection of the structures of the dyes, and which may lead to improved strategies 

for molecular design. Notably, the addition of hydroxyl groups to 15NB3 to obtain longer 

wavelength absorption from 15NB3OH results in a less rod-like structure and potentially 

worse alignment (lower Sθ value) within a liquid crystal host, whereas the addition of 

hydroxyl groups to 26B3 to obtain longer wavelength absorption from 26B3OH results in a 

more rod-like structure and potentially better alignment (higher Sθ value) within a liquid 

crystal host. 

Transition dipole moment alignment. The orientations of the transition dipole 

moments of the visible transitions listed in Table 1 were obtained from the TD-DFT 

calculations and are shown as red arrows in Figure 11, overlaid on the optimised structures of 

the dyes, and with the minimum MOI axes shown as blue arrows. These two vectors together 

define the angle β shown in Figure 1, and the alignment of the TDM with the long molecular 

axis is quantified conventionally by the order parameter Sβ, given within eq 1.29 The 

calculated β angles are listed in Table 3 along with the Sβ values, and the variation between 

the dyes is shown graphically in Figure 12. 
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 Figure 11. Optimised structures of the dyes with the orientations of the TDMs of the 

visible absorption transitions (red) and the minimum MOI axes (blue) overlaid.  

 

Table 3. Calculated angles, β, between the visible TDMs and the minimum MOI axes 

of the dyes, and the respective order parameters, Sβ. 

Dye β / ° Sβ 

15SB3 4.4 0.991 
15NB3 13.8 0.914 
15NB3OH 15.9 0.887 
26B3a 8.4 0.968 
26B3OH 1.7 0.999 

 athe weaker transition calculated at 385 nm gives β = 8.8° and Sβ = 0.965 

 

Figure 12. Order parameters, Sβ, of the dyes calculated from the angles between the 

TDM orientations and the minimum MOI axes. 
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 The TDMs of the two 2,6-diphenyl dyes and the 1,5-disulfide dye are well aligned 

with the respective minimum MOI axes, with both 26B3OH and 15SB3 giving very high 

order parameters of Sβ > 0.99. By contrast, the two 1,5-amine dyes show poorer alignment.  

 The visible band is calculated to arise from a single transition for four of the dyes, 

giving only a single value of β to consider, whereas two transitions are calculated for 26B3. 

In the case of 26B3, the orientations of the two TDMs are very similar (Table 3) and the 

oscillator strength of the weaker transition is small (Table 1), such that the presence of a 

second transition is negligible, but this cannot be assumed in a general case and the presence 

of multiple transitions could have significant effects for other dyes.  

 The trend in the Sβ values calculated here is broadly consistent with reported 

experimental order parameters that are generally higher for 2,6-disubstituted and 1,5-

disubstituted sulfide anthraquinones than for 1,5-disubstituted amino anthraquinones.24, 26, 31, 

34 and hence, they are consistent with the TDM alignment within a host, defined by Sϕ in eq 1, 

arising from Sβ as well as Sθ. The calculated β and Sβ values indicate that 2,6-disubstitution 

may provide an effective method of aligning the TDM with the long molecular axis (in 

addition to increasing the rod-like nature of the molecules, as discussed above), and they also 

provide an additional rationale for the higher experimental order parameters of sulfide versus 

amine 1,5-disubstituted anthraquinone dyes. 

 Redox stability. The redox stabilities of the dyes were studied in acetonitrile to 

provide a wide solvent window that enabled oxidation as well as reduction processes to be 

studied. UV-visible spectroelectrochemistry was used to monitor the processes because its 

high sensitivity and selectivity enabled the dyes to be studied at the low concentrations 

dictated by their limited solubility (<10−4 mol dm−3) in this solvent. 

The UV-visible absorption spectra of the dyes in acetonitrile recorded at different 

applied potentials vs Fc/Fc+ are shown in Figure 13; the changes arising from the applied 
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potentials can be seen by comparison with the spectra of the neutral dyes shown in Figure 4. 

Figure S2 in the Supporting Information shows the equivalent plots from ferrocene used for 

calibration. The spectral changes observed on the application of negative and positive 

potentials indicate that both reduction and oxidation processes are observed for each of the 

dyes. On reduction, each of the dyes exhibits an increase in absorbance at long wavelength, 

which is consistent with the behaviour of unsubstituted anthraquinone,59 along with a 

decrease of the visible absorption band of the neutral dye. On oxidation, the visible 

absorption band of the dyes generally decreases, with no distinct visible absorption bands 

arising from the product(s) of oxidation. Insets to Figure 13 show plots of the absorbance 

against applied potential at selected wavelengths that showed significant changes and that 

were used for analysis; the reduction data were analysed at long wavelengths where new 

absorption bands arise, and the oxidation data were analysed at wavelengths corresponding to 

absorption bands of the neutral dyes. 

 The data were analysed according to the Nernst equation, E = Eo − (RT/nF)lnQ, where 

E is the applied potential, Eo
 is the redox potential, R is the gas constant (8.314 J K-1 mol-1), T 

is the temperature, F is the Faraday constant (9.649 × 104 C mol-1), n is the number of 

electrons transferred, and Q is the reaction quotient taken to be the concentration ratio of 

reduced and oxidised species, [Red]/[Ox]. As conventionally used in spectrochemical 

analysis,60 the limiting absorbances are taken to arise from the oxidised and reduced species, 

Aox and Ared, respectively, giving eq 2  
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which was used for the non-linear regression analyses shown in Figure 13. The redox 

potentials obtained from the fits are listed in Table 4. The fitted values of n were in the range 
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0.9 ± 0.6, and fits constrained to n = 1.0 gave similar fits and Eo values within 0.01 V of those 

listed in Table 4. 

 

 Figure 13. UV-visible absorption spectra of the dyes in acetonitrile on 

electrochemical reduction (left) and oxidation (right). The spectra were obtained at 

each of the applied potentials (•) indicated in the respective insets top right, which 

show plots of the absorbance at a selected single wavelength against applied potential 

and the fits to eq 2 (—) used to estimate the redox potentials vs Fc/Fc+, with the 

dotted vertical lines indicating the potentials obtained from the fits, as given in the 

insets top left. 
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 Table 4. Experimental redox potentials of the dyes in acetonitrile vs Fc/Fc+ obtained 

from the spectroelectrochemical data, and their differences, ∆E, alongside calculated 

values vs Fc/Fc+ obtained from DFT calculations on molecules in an acetonitrile 

solvent field and referenced against duroquinone. 

Dye E(Dye, Dye•−) / V  E(Dye•+, Dye) / V  ∆E / V 

 exptl calcd  exptl calcd  exptl calcd 
15SB3 −1.32 −1.27  0.87 1.36  2.19 2.63 
15NB3 −1.41 −1.29  0.65 0.78  2.06 2.07 
15NB3OH −1.24 −1.17  0.42 0.53  1.66 1.70 
26B3 −1.33 −1.30  1.45 1.62  2.78 2.92 
26B3OH −0.98 −1.02  1.22 1.48  2.20 2.50 

 
 

 The redox stabilities of the dyes were also studied by cyclic voltammetry, using 

dichloromethane as the solvent to give the higher concentrations required due to the lower 

sensitivity, and these studies are reported in the Supporting Information. The cyclic 

voltammograms (Figure S3) gave Eo values in dichloromethane (Table S2) that showed 

essentially the same trends as observed for acetonitrile (Table 4), but the narrower solvent 

window precluded the observation of oxidation processes for most of the dyes. 

 A comparison of the redox potentials of the dyes shows that there is significantly 

more variation in the observed oxidation potentials than the reduction potentials, consistent 

with the natures of the HOMOs and LUMOs shown in Figure 6. The LUMOs to which an 

electron is added on reduction are located mainly on the central anthraquinone ring and 

carbonyl groups, and the comparable reduction potentials are attributable to the substituents 

having a relatively limited effect on these orbitals; the three dyes without hydroxyl groups 

show a small variation of ca. 0.09 V in the reduction potential, and the addition of the 

hydroxyl groups lowers the magnitude by ca. 0.2-0.3 V, consistent with intramolecular 

hydrogen bonding stabilising the anions.61 By contrast, the HOMOs from which an electron 

is removed on oxidation are located mainly on the outer anthraquinone rings and their 
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substituents, and the greater variation of ca. 1.03 V in the oxidation potentials can be 

explained by a much stronger effect arising from the position and nature of these substituents. 

Considering the nature of the substituents, 26B3 has the least electron-donating phenyl 

groups, consistent with it exhibiting the highest oxidation potential, whereas 15NB3OH has 

the most electron-donating amino-phenyl and hydroxyl substituents and exhibits the lowest 

oxidation potential of these dyes. The trends in the redox potentials are discussed further 

below. 

 Redox potentials were calculated from the Gibbs energies of the cationic, neutral, and 

anionic forms of the dyes obtained from DFT optimised structures, in accordance with 

established methods.61-63 The structures used to obtain the Gibbs energies were optimised in 

an acetonitrile solvent field, which is reported to be preferable to using structures optimised 

in the gas phase and subsequently calculating solvation energies;64 and the potentials were 

calculated relative to those of a reference compound, rather than as absolute potentials, in 

order to remove the influence of systematic errors between the experimental conditions used 

here and those used to determine absolute potentials of reference compounds reported 

elsewhere.65 Duroquinone (DQ), shown in Figure 14, was chosen as the reference compound 

because of its structural similarity to the dyes and its experimentally accessible oxidation and 

reduction potentials, which we measured to be +2.15 and −1.21 V vs Fc/Fc+, respectively, 

using spectroelectrochemistry and the same conditions used for the dyes, as reported in the 

Supporting Information (Figure S4); these values are comparable to those reported for DQ 

under different experimental conditions.66-67 
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 Figure 14. Structure of duroquinone (DQ). 

 

Isodesmic reaction schemes for the reduction and oxidation of a dye with duroquinone 

as the reference compound are given as reactions 3 and 4 below, from which equations 5 and 

6, respectively, are obtained using the relationship ΔG = −nFE. 

Red
(MeCN) (MeCN) (MeCN) (MeCN)

Δ
DQ + Dye DQ  + Dye G

  (3) 

Ox
(MeCN) (MeCN) (MeCN) (MeCN)

Δ
DQ + Dye DQ  + Dye G

  (4) 

 

 Red (Dye, Dye ) (DQ, DQ )
G nF E E        (5) 

 Ox (DQ , DQ) (Dye ,Dye)
G nF E E        (6) 

 

The DFT calculated Gibbs energies of the dye and duroquinone species (Table S3) 

were used in accordance with reactions 3 and 4 to obtain calculated ΔG values, which were 

then used in equations 5 and 6 along with our experimental values of E(DQ, DQ•−) and E(DQ•+, DQ) 

to obtain the calculated values of E(Dye, Dye•−) and E(Dye•+, Dye). These calculated redox 

potentials of the dyes are listed in Table 4 and are shown graphically in Figure 15 along with 

the experimental values.  
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 Figure 15. Experimental (blue) and calculated (red) oxidation and reduction 

potentials of the dyes in acetonitrile vs Fc/Fc+.   

 

 A comparison shows that there is a good match between calculated and experimental 

redox potentials. The better match observed for the reduction than the oxidation potentials 

may be attributable to the use of duroquinone as the reference compound for the calculated 

values because it may be expected to give a better match for the LUMOs of the dyes, located 

on the central anthraquinone ring and carbonyl groups, than the HOMOs of the dyes, located 

on the outer anthraquinone rings and substituents. There is also a good match between the 

calculated and experimental differences between the oxidation and reduction potentials, ∆E, 

which are also listed in Table 4 and shown graphically in Figure 15, and which give the redox 

windows in which the dyes are electrochemically stable. The trend in the size of the redox 

windows matches the trend in the oxidation potentials of the dyes, which again is consistent 

with the change in the HOMOs being the primary cause of the variation in redox stability 

between the dyes.  

Dye design. The experimental and computational results reported here demonstrate 

the interplay between molecular structures and key optical, redox and alignment properties 

that need to be tailored concurrently to design dyes that can be used in practical guest-host 

devices. This type of interplay may be expected to occur generally; here, it has been 
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demonstrated by studies of how the position and nature of substituents affects the properties 

of this set of anthraquinone dyes. 

Both the redox stabilities and the observed colours of the dyes studied here are 

attributable to the HOMO and LUMO energies. Figure 16 shows the experimental HOMO 

and LUMO energies of the dyes estimated from the electrochemical data according to EHOMO 

= −(Eox + 4.8) eV and ELUMO = −(Ered + 4.8) eV, respectively,68-71 where −4.8 eV is the 

reported potential of Fc/Fc+ vs the zero vacuum level. Figure 16 also shows the UV-visible 

absorption spectra of the dyes in p-xylene, plotted in eV relative to the HOMO energies, with 

arrows giving the transition energies to the experimental absorption peaks, along with 

schematic illustrations of the colours absorbed and the complementary colours observed from 

the dyes (as shown by the photograph in Figure 3). The inter-related nature of the redox and 

colour properties is illustrated schematically by Figure 16; for example, a large redox window 

correlates with a high-energy transition giving short-wavelength absorption in the violet and 

an observable yellow colour. 

 

 Figure 16. HOMO and LUMO energies estimated from experimental redox potentials 

with overlaid UV-vis absorption spectra in p-xylene plotted in eV relative to the 

respective HOMO energies of the dyes, to which the baselines are extended. The 

absorbed colours and the complementary colours observed from the dyes are 

illustrated schematically. 
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 For the dyes studied here, it is evident that the substituents have only a small effect on 

the LUMO energies, and that a change in the substituents to give a longer wavelength visible 

transition arises from an increase in the HOMO energy that also narrows the redox window 

and lowers the stability towards oxidation. Consequently, to achieve long-wavelength 

absorption while maintaining relatively high stability to oxidation, it may be necessary to 

design an alternative chromophore in which the LUMO is of lower energy, or in which the 

energy of the LUMO may be tuned by substituents. The good match in experimental and 

computational trends reported here for both optical and electrochemical properties 

demonstrates the potential value of computational calculations to rationalise these trends and 

to provide an aid generally to molecular design for appropriate colour and redox stability.  

 As well as providing information on the stability of dyes towards oxidation and 

reduction in the ground state, redox potentials also provide a general starting point to 

consider photochemical redox stability because both oxidation and reduction reactions are 

more favourable in the excited state by approximately the electronic excitation energy. For 

anthraquinones, excited-state reduction reactions in particular are well-established to 

produced radical anions that participate in photochemical processes.72 

 Considering the alignment properties required for dyes to be used in guest-host 

systems, it is evident that even subtle changes in the molecular structure can cause significant 

changes in the molecular geometry, overall shape, and alignment of the TDM within the dye. 

The values calculated for the dyes studied here, illustrated in Figure 17, show that the 2,6-

substituents give both high aspect ratios and small TDM angles that may be expected to give 

good contrast ratios in liquid crystal devices, whereas the 1,5-substituents give smaller aspect 

ratios and larger TDM angles for the amines that a change to sulfide substitution improves 

significantly. The contrasting effects of adding OH substituents to 15NB3 and 26B3 to give 
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worse and better designs, respectively, in terms of aspect ratio and TDM angle, highlight 

subtleties to be considered in substituent design. A comparison with reported experimental 

data suggests that the aspect ratios and β angles are both significant factors in the observed 

variation in order parameters for these types of dyes in liquid crystal hosts, and that such 

computational calculations may be a useful aid generally to this aspect of molecular design. 

 

Figure 17. Calculated aspect ratios and angles β, between the TDM (red) and the 

minimum MOI axis (blue), with the dyes represented as ellipsoids (blue) at the 

respective aspect ratios. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

Combined spectroscopic, electrochemical and computational studies of a set of five 

anthraquinone dyes have provided insights into the effects of molecular substituents on 

properties that are relevant for their applications as guests in liquid crystal hosts. The 

subtleties of structural variations have been highlighted, in particular the interdependent 

properties of colour, redox potentials, molecular shape, and TDM alignment, which can 

rationalise the variations in observed alignment reported in the literature for such dyes in 

liquid crystal hosts. The studies have demonstrated that straightforward substituent effects 

cannot be assumed due to the interdependence of the molecular properties and their 

sensitivity to the position and nature of the substituents on the anthraquinone core. 
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Specifically, the work reported here has shown that anthraquinones with 2,6-substituents give 

relatively high aspect ratios and TDM alignments that may be expected to offer a general 

route to improved molecular designs for liquid crystal applications, and has rationalised why 

1,5-sulfide substituents can offer an alternative approach. In the present work, the dyes with 

these designs gave absorption bands in the UV-blue region that resulted in yellow-orange 

colours; the results suggest that new designs with different 2,6-substituents that generate 

longer wavelength absorption bands may offer a general route to blue and red dyes with 

better alignment properties than the class of 1,5-amino dyes studied here. Importantly, the 

computational approaches described here provide a valuable tool because they can be used 

not only to rationalise experimentally observed trends but also to assess key properties of 

hypothetical structures prior to synthesis being carried out, and they may be used generally as 

an aid to the rational molecular design of such dyes. 
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